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Advanced Glycation End Products 㸦AGEs㸧

Anti CML Monoclonal Antibody (Clone No. NF-1G)

 Reaction of protein amino groups with glucose leads, through the early products such as a Schiff base and
Amadori rearrangement products, to the formation of advanced glycation end products (AGEs). Recent
immunological studies using anti-AGEs antibody (6D12) demonstrated the presence of AGEs-modified proteins
in several human tissues: (ϸ) human lens (nondiabetic and noncataractous), (Ϲ) renal proximal tubules in
patients with diabetic nephropathy and chronic renal failure, (Ϻ) diabetic retina, (ϻ) peripheral nerves of
diabetic neuropathy, (ϼ) atherosclerotic lesions of arterial walls, (Ͻ)ș2-microglobulin forming amyloid fibrils
in patients with hemodialysis-related amyloidosis, (Ͼ) senile plaques of patients with Alzheimer’s disease, (Ͽ)
the peritoneum of CAPD patients, (Ѐ) skin elastin in actinic elastosis, and (Ё) ceriod/lipofuscin deposits. These
results suggest a potential role of AGEs-modification in normal aging as well as age-enhanced disease processes.
This antibody named as 6D12 has been used to demonstrate AGEs-modified proteins in these human tissues,
indicating potential usefulness of this antibody for histochemical identification and biochemical quantification of
AGEs-modified proteins.
NȜ-(carboxymethyl)lysine (CML) is a major antigenic AGEs structure in vivo and is known to be generated
from Oxidative cleavage of Amadori product. In addition to amadori product, CML formation also takes place
through glyoxal, which is generated from the autoxidation of glucose and unsaturated fatty acids. NF-1G is
monoclonal antibody specific for CML and useful for immunohistochemical staining to demonstrate the
localization of CML in some pathological tissues.
Package Size

50ȣg

Format

Mouse monoclonal antibody 0.25 mg/mL

(200ȣL/vial)

Buffer

Block Ace as a stabilizer, containing 0.1% Proclin as a bacteriostat

Storage

Store below

Clone No.

NF-1G

Subclass

IgG2a

–20Υ.

Once thawed, store at 4Υ. Repeated freeze-thaw cycles should be avoided.

Purification method

The splenic lymphocytes from BALB/c mouse, immunized with CML-HSA were fused to
myeloma P3U1 cells. The cell line (NF-1G) with positive reaction was grown in ascitic fluid of
BALB/c mouse, from which the antibody was purified by Protein G affinity chromatography.

Working dilution for immunohistochemistry: 5-10ȣg/mL; for ELISA: 0.1-1.0ȣg/mL
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ᢠ 㻯㻹㻸 䝰䝜䜽䝻䞊䝘䝹ᢠయ䠄Clone No. NF-1G䠅
AGEs䠄Advanced Glycation End Products䠅䛿䚸䝍䞁䝟䜽㉁䛾㠀㓝⣲ⓗ⢾ຍᛂ䠄䝯䜲䝷䞊䝗ᛂ䠅䛻䜘䜚䚸䝅
䝑䝣ሷᇶ䚸䜰䝬䝗䝸㌿⛣⏕ᡂ≀䠄๓ᮇ⏕ᡂ≀䠅䜢⤒⏤䛧䚸⬺Ỉ䚸㓟䚸⦰ྜ䛺䛹䛾」㞧䛺ᛂ䜢ཷ䛡䛶ᙧᡂ䛥䜜
䜛᭱⤊⏕ᡂ≀䛷䛩䚹AGEs 䛿䚸⺯ග䞉〓Ⰽ䞉ศᏊᯫᶫᙧᡂ䛺䛹䛾≉ᚩ䛾䚸AGEs ཷᐜయ䛻䜘䜚ㄆ㆑䛥䜜䜛䛸䛔
䛖⏕Ꮫⓗ≉ᛶ䜢᭷䛧䛶䛔䜎䛩䚹㏆ᖺ䛾ᢠ AGEs ᢠయ䛻䜘䜛ゎᯒ䛾⤖ᯝ䚸(1)䝠䝖Ỉᬗయ䠄ຍ㱋䛻క䛖ቑຍ䠅䚸(2)
⢾ᒀᛶ⭈䜔៏ᛶ⭈䛾ᝈ⪅䛾⭈㏆ᒀ⣽⟶䚸(3)⢾ᒀᝈ⪅䛾⥙⭷䚸(4)⢾ᒀᛶ⚄⤒㞀ᐖᝈ⪅䛾
ᮎᲈ⚄⤒䚸(5)⢛≧ື⬦◳ኚ㒊䚸(6)㏱ᯒᛶ䜰䝭䝻䜲䝗䠉䝅䝇䛾䃑2-䝬䜲䜽䝻䜾䝻䝤䝸䞁䚸(7)䜰䝹䝒䝝䜲䝬䞊
ᝈ⪅䛾⪁ேᩬ䚸(8)CAPD ᝈ⪅䛾⭡⭷䚸(9)ᙎຊ⥺⥔䛾⓶䛾䜶䝷䝇䝏䞁䚸(10)䝉䝻䜲䝗/䝸䝫䝣䝇䝏䞁䛺䛹䛻
AGEs 䛜✚䛩䜛䛣䛸䛜ศ䛛䛳䛶䛝䜎䛧䛯䚹䛣䜜䜙䛾▱ぢ䛿䚸⪁⮬య䜔⪁䛻క䛖៏ᛶᝈ䛻 AGEs 䛜῝䛟㛵
䛧䛶䛔䜛䛣䛸䜢♧၀䛧䛶䛔䜎䛩䚹
CML 䛿⏕య䛻䛚䛡䜛せ䛺ᢠཎᛶ AGEs ᵓ㐀య䛷䛒䜛䛣䛸䛜ሗ࿌䛥䜜䛶䛚䜚䚸䝯䜲䝷䞊䝗ᛂ䛾୰㛫య䛷䛒
䜛䜰䝬䝗䝸㌿≀䛾㓟䛻䜘䛳䛶⏕ᡂ䛧䜎䛩䚹䛥䜙䛻䚸CML 䛿䜾䝹䝁䞊䝇䛾⮬ື㓟ཬ䜃㣬⬡⫫㓟䛾㓟
䛛䜙䚸䜾䝸䜸䜻䝃䞊䝹䜢䛧䛶⏕ᡂ䛩䜛⤒㊰䜒ሗ࿌䛥䜜䛶䛚䜚䜎䛩䚹
ᮏᢠయ䛿 CML 䛻≉␗ⓗ䛺䝰䝜䜽䝻䞊䝘䝹ᢠయ䛷䛒䜚䚸⌮⤌⧊䛻䛚䛡䜛 CML 䛾ᒁᅾゎᯒ䛻᭷⏝䛷䛩䚹
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50µg䠄200µL/vial䠅
䝬䜴䝇䝰䝜䜽䝻䞊䝘䝹ᢠయ 㻜㻚㻞㻡㼙㼓㻛㼙㻸䚸⤖ရ
㻼㻮㻿㻌㼇㻞㻑䝤䝻䝑䜽䜶䞊䝇䠄Ᏻᐃ⺮ⓑ䠅䚸㻜㻚㻝㻑㼜㼞㼛㼏㼘㼕㼚 ྵ᭷㼉
䠉㻞㻜䉝௨ୗ㻌
ᢠయ䜢ప⃰ᗘ䛻䛶෭ⶶಖ⟶䛥䜜䜎䛩䛸䚸ኻά䛩䜛ᜍ䜜䛜䛒䜚䜎䛩䚹㻌
⼥ゎᚋ䛿 4䉝䛷ಖᏑ䛧䚸䛚᪩䜑䛻䛤⏝ୗ䛥䛔䚹
⤖⼥ゎ䜢⧞䜚㏉䛩䛣䛸䛿㑊䛡䛶ୗ䛥䛔䚹
㻺㻲㻙㻝㻳㻌
㻵㼓㻳㻞㼍㻌
㻯㻹㻸㻙㻴㻿㻭 䛷ච䛧䛯 㻮㻭㻸㻮㻛㼏 䝬䜴䝇䛾⭁⮚⣽⬊䛸䝬䜴䝇䝭䜶䝻䞊䝬 㻼㻟㼁㻝 䜢㻌
⼥ྜ䛧䛶ᚓ䛯䝝䜲䝤䝸䝗䞊䝬䜢 㻮㻭㻸㻮㻛㼏 䝬䜴䝇⭡⭍ෆ䛷ቑṪ䛥䛫䚸⭡Ỉ䜢᥇ྲྀ䚹㻌
᥇ྲྀ䛧䛯⭡Ỉ䜘䜚 㻼㼞㼛㼠㼑㼕㼚㻌㻳 䜰䝣䜱䝙䝔䜱䞊䜹䝷䝮䛻䛶⢭〇䚹
⤌⧊ᰁⰍ䠖㻡䡚㻝㻜µ㼓㻛㼙㻸㻌
㻱㻸㻵㻿㻭䠖⣙ 㻜㻚㻝䡚㻝㻚㻜µ㼓㻛㼙㻸㻌
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